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Body: Patients with AMD, a glycogen storage disease resulting in loss of skeletal muscle function, become
ventilator dependent when respiratory muscles, particularly the diaphragm, are significantly involved. To
identify predictive factors of diaphragmatic weakness in AMD, we studied 10 untreated AMD patients and 8
healthy controls. Supine postural drop of vital capacity (∆VC) was measured by spirometry, while rib cage
(RC) and abdominal (AB) volume variations by opto-electronic plethysmography during quite breathing and
slow vital capacity in seated and supine posture. RC and AB contributions to tidal volume (VT), inspiratory
capacity (IC) and expiratory reserve volume (ERV) were derived. Diaphragmatic weakness, defined as
∆VC>25% (Fromageot et al,2001), was present in 3 patients (DW). Posture had a significant effect on IC
and AB volume changes during IC and ERV (left and central panel) in controls and patients without DW
(noDW). Conversely, in DW patients IC and AB volume changes during IC did not vary with posture, while
AB contribute paradoxically (negative values) to ERV in supine position. DW patients also showed negative
(i.e., paradoxical inward movement) AB contribution to VT which correlated with ∆VC (right panel). AB
volume variations in both DW and noDW patients were generally lower than controls. In conclusion,
abdominal displacement during VT and VC maneuver is a good indicator of diaphragmatic weakness in
AMD.
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